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Commercial
Business & Panoramic Doors are perfect for restaurants, commercial offices, and

large event spaces. Experience the upgrade of a Slide-Pivot-Stack
door in your space. These doors allow open-air environments for your
customers, clients, and colleagues. When closed, they add protection
from the elements without compromising the view.
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Slide-Pivot-Stack
The Panoramic Doors operation is unlike any other wide-opening
glass door system. This door system is able to “Slide” to either side
of your door opening, you will be able to “Pivot” all of your door
panels, you then would be able to “Stack” all of your panels to
one or both sides completely opening your space.

Bottom Track Support
All the weight of the Panoramic Doors panels sits on the bottom
tracks giving you an advantage over other wide-opening doors. Our
door panels are easier to install and require less structural support.
Panoramic Doors opens new opportunities for your build or remodel.

Hinge Free Operation
Panoramic Doors "Slide-Pivot-Stack" action is an innovative
approach to wide-opening doors and windows. Having panels that
slide to the end and then swing out allows the panels to operate
independently and lets you position each panel for maximum control
of air and traffic flow.

Unique Operation



Color Configurations

ULTIMATE BEAUTY AND STRENGTH
Offering the most versatility of all our systems, the
Signature Series aluminum door comes in a variety of
colors and configurations.

For a more elegant look we offer wood grain powder
coat that provides all the beauty of real wood without
the need for staining and refinishing.

Available in unlimited widths and up to 10ft tall, the
Signature series meets the needs of most homes,
businesses, and restaurants.

Standard Colors Swing Door Options

Door Specifications
Wood Grain Options

Complete
Customization

Texture Black

National Walnut

Texture Bronze

Table Cherry

Apollo White

One Main Swing Door Two Main Swing Doors

American Douglas

When you need
something more, we
have over 200 powder
coat color options to
choose from.

Aluminum
Doors
The Panoramic SignatureAluminum
Series is our premium product for
anyone who wants total versatility in
design, color, and options.

Custom Colors



PANORAMIC FUNCTIONALITY
VINYL SIMPLICITY
Vinyl is popular for its beauty and thermal
efficiency. It is an excellent option for those
wanting to match existing or new vinyl windows.

Available in white, beige, and laminated finishes. The

wide-opening door system available.

Attractive and durable, these
high-performance finishes
beautifully capture the look of a
richly painted surface. In addition,
low-maintenance laminated colors
perform well on the interior and
exterior of your doors and
windows.

Vinyl
Doors
With the same clean design and
beauty as our aluminum doors, the
Absolute Vinyl door is a great option
to match new or existing vinyl
windows.

Color
Vinyl Colors

Laminate Colors

White Beige

Black Bronze Anthracite
Grey

Silver

Configurations
Swing Door Options

Door Specifications

One Main Swing Door

Absolute Series continues to be the most user friendly

With a laminate finish you can
customize your color on both the
inside and outside of your door. Also,
you can choose one color on one side
and a different color on the opposite
side giving several customizable
options.
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LoĒ-i89™, is an energy-saving 4th
surface coated glass. It delivers a
center of glass U-Factor of just 0.20
when coupled with our LoĒ³ glass and
argon fill in a double-pane unit.

With a center of glass U-Factor of
only 0.20 and SHGC of just 0.25, an
insulating glass unit with LoĒ³-366
and LoĒ-i89 meets the most stringent
energy standards – without going to a
triple-pane unit.

With a U-factor of .29 or lower, all
Chamberlin Series products meet or
exceed California’s rigorous Title 24
standards.

with the Chamberlin Series

The Chamberlin Series doors and windows offer greater thermal efficiency keeping your home
comfortable 365 days a year. With the addition of i89 glass to our insulated glass units, we can achieve
a U-Factor of 0.29. This rating meets or exceeds most states’ energy requirements.

Keep Your Home
Comfortable Year Round

LoĒ-i89™ GLASS THERMAL PROTECTION CALIFORNIA TITLE 24

System Type U-Factor SHGC VT

Vinyl .27 .17 .38

Aluminum .29 .17 .38

LoĒ-i89 is coated onto the indoor
lite, the #4 surface, thus
reflecting escaping heat back
into the room and lowering U-
factors.



The Panoramic window system is perfect for
bar top functionality allowing easy passing of
food and drinks from the kitchen to the
outside.

Available in both aluminum and vinyl
systems to match your Panoramic door.

Aluminum systems are also available as flag
systems.

SLIDE-PIVOT-STACK
WINDOWS

With the same functionality as our
doors, Panoramic “Slide-Pivot-
Stack” windows come in various
colors and configurations.

The Signature Series is available in
hundreds of colors. You can even
order in a custom color or two-tone
interior and exterior.

Bronze Brushed
Nickel

White

Easily match your door’s style, design,
And color with our picture window. A
Great choice when you have windows
Over or next to your Panoramic Door.

PICTURE
WINDOWS



SPECIALTY
SYSTEMS
When your design calls for
something extra, we have you
covered. Post-less corner door
systems and post-less flag door
systems make a statement like no
other door can.

Corner Door Systems Flag Door Systems
This unique feature allows you every option imaginable for you Flag door systems combine a door and window system

that meet in the middle with no support post between
them. This unique configuration is perfect for a kitchen
or bar area where you want to capture as much
of your view as possible.

to place furniture to maximize your view and be the envy of your
community.



Choose from a variety of hardware.

Lakeview is a contemporary square
design perfect for a minimalist style.

Estate offers a softer feel both in looks
and handle grip.

City Scape blends well with white vinyl
and white aluminum doors.

Lakeview

City Scape

Estate

Upstand track on subfloor

Upstand track on cut subfloor

Upstand track and screen on
subfloor

Upstand and screen track on
cut subfloor

Flush track inset in subfloor

Flush and screen track inset in
subfloor

Handles

Depending on your design
requirements, the bottom track
can either be set on top of the
subfloor or embedded into the
floor.

Here are a few of the most
common placements for both
the upstand track and the flush
track.

Please consult with your
contractor or sales representative
as to the suitability of both the
track and the placement of the
bottom track.

Security is important. That is why all our doors come
with 3-point locking on all swing doors. This ensures
your doors are locked at the top, middle, and bottom.

Tracks

Top Track Upstand Track Flush Track Screen Track

Track Placement

Multi-Point
Locking
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Grids Obscure Glass

Retractable Screens

Internal grids are available in various patterns to meet your
design needs.

All of our products are available with obscure glass options
for privacy. Obscure glass can be selected for all panels, or
you can choose to have specific panels with obscure glass
and have clear glass for the others.

Add a screen to your door system for all-day ventilation.
The Panoramic Screen is a pleated screen that stacks to either side
of the opening. This easy-to-operate screen is available up to 16ft
wide as a single screen and up to 32ft wide as a double screen.



Get in Touch Resources

visit:
www.panoramicdoors.com

Scan for
Showroom Locations

Scan for
Installation Videos

Locate a Showroom Installation Videos
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